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7th Antitrust in Asia Conference 
#4 Policy & Legal Developments in Mainland China & Hong Kong: 

Mergers, Cooperation, Dominance, Digital… 
Friday 17 September 2021 

 

Interview with Rasul Butt (Hong Kong Competition Commission) 

by Sandra Marco Colino (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)* 

 
 

Rasul Butt (Chief Executive Officer, Hong Kong Competition Commission) has been 

interviewed by Sandra Marco Colino (Associate Professor, The Chinese University of 

Hong Kong) in anticipation of the 7th “Antitrust in Asia” Conference to be held online 
with a series of 4 webinars from September 13th to 17th, 2021. 
 

 

Registrations & Program here 

 

https://events.concurrences.com/en/antitrust-in-asia-2021
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Sandra Marco Colino: The Commission's efforts to tackle cartels have been commendable. 

It has won every case before the Competition Tribunal, it has developed a very thorough 

leniency policy for both individuals and undertakings, and has issued infringement notices 

which can serve as the basis for damage claims. What are the biggest challenges you still 

face when investigating cartel activity, and what will be your priorities in the years to come? 

 

Rasul Butt: Thank you Sandra for your kind words. I do believe our very dedicated team of 

staff has a lot to be proud of in terms of the achievements in the past five years. 

 

Looking ahead, we do not underestimate the challenges that will come our way especially when 

carrying out our enforcement duty. Cartels are invariably secretive in nature and therefore 

notoriously hard to detect. As the Ordinance has now been in effect for around six years and 

the Commission is bringing more cases to court, cartelists will become more cautious when 

engaging in collusive practices. The Commission is fully alive to the need to step up its 

intelligence-gathering efforts, proactively looking into sectors and markets where competition 

issues are likely to arise and of great interest to the public.  Targeted stakeholder engagement 

is crucial for this endeavour. Apart from the leniency programme that you mentioned, the 

Commission has also promulgated its cooperation policy and the policy on recommended 

pecuniary penalties which collectively provide businesses engaged in cartels the chance to own 

up to the mistake of engaging in anti-competitive activities while availing of the benefits of 

cooperating with the Commission, thus strengthening enforcement and enhancing deterrence. 

 

Another challenge we face in our enforcement work lies in the standard of proof. The 

Competition Tribunal has ruled in our first case before it that in proceedings for pecuniary 

penalties, the criminal standard of proof is applicable. The Court of Appeal has declined to 

determine this issue until an appropriate occasion arises and this has naturally given rise to 

certain challenges from an enforcement perspective. However, I should emphasise that this does 

not mean that our hands are tied when it comes to enforcement work. As shown in the cases 

that the Commission has prevailed in court, we have so far managed to satisfy this high standard 

of proof. Indeed, in preparing for our litigations, we have from the very start set a high bar for 

ourselves to cater for the possibility of needing to satisfy a high evidential standard.   

 

Apart from the standard of proof issue, there are other basic aspects of competition law that 

need to be more firmly established. They include parental liability and the way pecuniary 

penalties should be calculated. In the coming years, as more cases will be brought to the 

Tribunal, these aspects of competition law which are more established in other jurisdictions 

shall become more settled in Hong Kong. 

 

In terms of our enforcement priorities, there are two focuses I would like to share: (1) ex officio 

investigations and (2) compliance.  

 

On ex officio investigations, the Commission is focusing on becoming more effective in 

detecting violations on its own. We have set up a dedicated team within the investigative 

section, which is proactively enhancing our intelligence gathering and data collection 

capabilities. The Commission is also developing relationships with other public bodies and law 

enforcement agencies with a view to cooperating with them on detecting and combating anti-
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competitive conduct in relevant sectors. These initiatives are already bearing some fruit, 

bringing new and promising investigations. 

 

On competition compliance, the Commission takes a very proactive stance and has adopted a 

variety of approaches to not only incentivize but also actively drive the adoption of effective 

compliance programmes by businesses. Given the novelty of the competition regime in Hong 

Kong, the relatively low level of awareness among the business community, the Commission 

considers it appropriate to play a more active role in assisting businesses – SMEs in particular 

– to steer clear of competition violations.  

 

The Commission has placed a lot of emphasis on advocacy. What are, in your experience, 

the most effective ways to convey the message to businesses and to the general public that 

anticompetitive conduct is harmful and wrong? 

 

The Commission believes that education and advocacy are as important as enforcement actions, 

particularly at the early stage of a new law. Given the competition law’s relative novelty in 

Hong Kong and the prevalence of business conduct that had previously been legal but might 

now run afoul of the Competition Ordinance, the Commission has, since its inception, placed a 

lot of emphasis on advocating and educating the community about the limits of permissible 

conduct under competition law and the need for businesses to comply.  

Over the years, we have been actively engaging the public and businesses through direct 

engagement, educational initiatives and thematic campaigns on different competition topics 

across multiple platforms. In our experience, there are three strategies that have been proven to 

be particularly effective in reaching out to our stakeholders.  

1. Timing 

To roll out an advocacy campaign leveraging the public and media attention generated by the 

Commission’s enforcement actions would certainly reinforce the messages and impact on the 

community. As the Commission develops, we clearly see that advocacy and enforcement can 

complement each other, with advocacy bringing in complaints and cases, and enforcement 

actions / successful cases serving as the best advocacy in sending the right messages to 

businesses and the public. In fact, almost all our cases before the Competition Tribunal were 

the direct results of the increased awareness of the public and businesses relating to anti-

competitive behaviours and their ability to identify and report them to the Commission. 

2. Translate complex legal concepts into an engaging form 

To translate a highly complex body of law into an appealing format for the community is 

probably a common challenge faced by competition agencies around the world. In the case of 

Hong Kong, since the city has a very strong film and TV culture, there is no better medium than 

explaining competition concepts through light-hearted TV dramas / micro-movies / short videos 

with engaging storylines that resonate with the general public. The effect is multiplied when 

these videos feature renowned local actors. 

3. Multi-pronged approach with innovative use of social media  
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To deliver pro-competition messages to a wide range of audience, we have been adopting a 

multi-pronged approach in our advocacy campaigns comprising TVC, publications, videos and 

seminars supported by extensive outdoor and online advertising. This approach of combining 

traditional promotion channels and new digital marketing means has been very effective in 

garnering wide attention. 

With the increasing importance of social media as an advocacy tool, we have also strengthened 

our social media presence not only by running our own platforms, but also by engaging suitable 

KOLs in our publicity campaigns.  

For example, in promoting our combat market-sharing educational videos, apart from using our 

own Youtube channel, we have, for the first time, partnered with different KOLs and thematic 

pages with a vast fan base to reach out to a diverse group of audience. This strategy has been 

very successful. Our videos have not only gone viral – recording over a million views, they also 

stimulated keen discussions among netizens reflecting some common queries, concerns, and 

even misconceptions about the law. This information is very valuable as it helps us to 

continually improve and tailor our advocacy efforts. 
 

This December it will be six years since the full implementation of the Hong Kong 

Competition Ordinance. As a young competition authority, how valuable is cooperation and 

dialogue with other enforcers around the world? 

 

There is no doubt that the HKCC has benefited immensely from interactions with our fellow 

agencies who have been very generous in sharing their experiences in enforcement and 

advocacy work with us.  

Over the years, the HKCC has carried out in many bilateral engagements with our peers. 

Various forms of technical cooperation have helped to build our organisational capacity. In the 

early years of our establishment, the Competition Bureau of Canada seconded a veteran 

investigator to us for six months. With her vast experience in cartels, our Canadian colleague 

helped strengthen the HKCC’s fast-growing enforcement arm and facilitated our work at the 

time. In April 2019, the French Competition Authority also agreed to second a seasoned official 

to work at the Commission as a consultant on a short-term basis, sharing her valuable 

experience in policy advisory work and international cooperation. Likewise, from time to time 

we have fruitful exchanges with our overseas counterparts. In May 2019, at the Philippine 

Competition Commission’s invitation, our senior staff conducted a workshop for its 

investigation team on cartel investigation and leniency. Sometime later, the two agencies signed 

a MoU last year to formalise and solidify our bilateral engagements given our close partnership 

on a number of policy and advocacy initiatives.  

Relationship with our counterparts in Mainland China is of course very strong and we have 

been liaising with the State Administration for Market Regulation on a number of advocacy and 

policy matters of mutual interest. We have also engaged in dialogue with the Guangdong 

Administration for Market Regulation with a view to promoting the awareness of and the 

compliance with competition principles in the Greater Bay Area. 
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Our active participation in the ICN and other international platforms has also opened up many 

opportunities for us. After having served for the full term of three years, the HKCC has, once 

again, been selected and reappointed as the ICN Advocacy Working Group Co-chairs for one 

additional year. We are pleased and honoured to continue to work closely with the ICN 

leadership and other Working Group Co-chairs in promoting competition advocacy and 

international cooperation. We have also been actively involved in the Cartel Working Group’s 

projects related to leniency and co-hosted Asia-Pacific webinars together with the Japan Fair 

Trade Commission. 

Apart from these well-established international platforms, the Commission has also undertaken 

initiatives to foster experience sharing among different jurisdictions. In April 2020, the 

Commission convened a webinar bringing together dozens of competition law enforcers, 

academics and experts around the world to discuss a wide range of enforcement and policy 

issues arising from the pandemic. In September 2020, the Commission and the Faculty of Law 

of the Chinese University of Hong Kong co-hosted a webinar on “Competition in Aviation after 

COVID-19” where leading experts and officials from competition and aviation authorities in 

Malaysia, Singapore, the Mainland and the UK shared their insights. Both webinars received 

immense support with participants from dozens of jurisdictions and international organisations 

joining. 

As the Commission continues to mature and accumulate its enforcement and advocacy 

experiences, we would hope to contribute back to the international community via bilateral 

engagements and key international platforms. 
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